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Chapter 5: Voting for Policies, Competence, and Selective Incentives 

 

In Chapter 1 we introduce readers to a theory of responsiveness and responsibility with office 

seeking parties that deliver programmatic and non-programmatic benefits to gain the support of 

voters. Then, in Chapter 2, we described some of key implications of our model using synthetic data. 

We argue that asymmetries in non-programmatic endowments—such as higher perceived 

competence to manage the economy or higher network capacity— allow advantaged parties to 

dominate high yield positions in the ideological space and crowd out disadvantaged parties to more 

extreme locations. We also argued that correlated programmatic and non-programmatic 

preferences on the part of voters will induce responsible behavior, preventing deviations from 

prior programmatic offers. Then, in Chapter 4, we offered descriptive evidence of significant inter-

party asymmetry in non-programmatic endowments in Argentina and more significant association 

between programmatic and non-programmatic traits in Chile. That descriptive information, we 

propose, is consistent with incentives for crowding-out in Argentina and more significant policy 

anchoring in Chile. 

In this chapter we move to the next stage of our research program, describing the 

programmatic and non-programmatic determinants of vote choice in Chile and Argentina. We 

provide evidence that ideological proximity, competence for managing the economy, the allocation 

of selective incentives, and network capacity, are critical determinants of vote choice in Argentina 

and in Chile.   

Findings in this chapter show that ideological proximity is a predictor of vote choice both in 

Chile and in Argentina, although Chilean voters care to a larger extent about ideological proximity 

when deciding their vote. Results in this chapter also show significant inter-class variation in the 

importance that Argentine voters give to ideological proximity. Indeed, among middle class 
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Argentine voters, ideological proximity matters almost as much as in Chile. By contrast, lower 

income voters in Argentina attach little weight to ideological considerations when deciding their 

vote. In the case of Chile, we find very little inter-class variation in the importance that voters attach 

to ideology.  

Findings in this chapter also show that perceptions of economic competence are a key 

determinant of the vote both in Chile and Argentina. This is consistent with an emerging interest in 

valence politics in comparative research (Clarke et al. 1992; Clark 2009; Adams 2012), which in 

most countries of the world tend to be as good or a better predictor of vote choices than ideological 

proximity (Clark 2009).1

Our results also describe significant inter-class differences in the importance that different 

voters attach to economic competence. In Chile, better-off voters care a great deal about 

competence, while competence is not as important among the Chilean poor. By contrast, in 

Argentina low income voters care a more about competence than middle income voters.  

 Our results show that voters in Argentina and Chile care a great deal about 

competence when deciding their vote.  

This chapter also presents readers with evidence that both selective incentives and network 

capacity increase party vote in Chile and Argentina, although their importance differs by country 

and across socio-economic groups. As we will show, selective incentives increase party vote in both 

countries, although pork and patronage display larger effects than handouts. In fact, once we 

control for all variables, expectations about the distribution of handouts fail to achieve statistical 

significance, indicating that vote buying strategies based on small sums of money, food, or clothing 

                                                           
1 Even in African countries, where the literature has traditionally emphasized ethnic identities and networks 

as the crucial non-programmatic dimension providing information for electoral choices (Posner 2003, 

Habyarimana et al. 2007), valence issues have been shown to have a crucial effect on the vote, certainly 

stronger than positional issues (Bleck and Van de Walle 2013).  
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have little impact on the vote. Instead, vote for a party increase significantly as expectations to 

receive public sector jobs and local investment on public works grow.   

In earlier chapters we argued that voter heterogeneity biases policy attention towards high 

yield voters. After providing evidence that voters care about policy, competence, selective 

incentives, and network proximity; we present models that estimate separate parameters for voters 

of different socio-economic groups. Results show that not all voters derive the same utility from the 

programmatic and non-programmatic offers of parties. The fact that voters develop more intense 

preferences for different products in the portfolio of politicians is, we argue, the key to understand 

biases in policy responsiveness and segmented strategies of electoral offering. 

The organization of this chapter is as follow: in the next section we describe a statistical model 

of vote choice in multi-party elections. We then present statistical results with a variety of different 

specifications, varying the type of non-programmatic incentives delivered to voters, varying the 

size of the districts, and allowing socio-economic heterogeneity in the importance that respondents 

attach to the different components of their vote.  

 

1. A Probabilistic Model of Voting with Programmatic and Non-Programmatic Benefits 

How do voters decide who controls public office? Both deterministic and probabilistic models 

of voting seek to answer this question. Prior models have considered the effect of programmatic 

preferences expressed by voters on a range of issues as well as the policy offers made by parties. As 

described by our theory, we consider a larger set of benefits to be offered by parties. Indeed, voters 

care—and parties promise to provide—a diverse assortment of policy and non-policy products.  

Voters use the available information to select among candidates given the menu of party 

choices offered in their districts. In the previous chapter we described two large surveys conducted 

in Chile and Argentina, which measure the preferences, behavior, and social context of voters. In 

both countries we requested that respondents answer the following question: “If national 
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legislative elections where to take place next Sunday, what party would you vote for?” Responses 

were open ended and non-responses were followed up with a one-time insistence. This provided us 

with a sample of 1,584 respondents that indicated a vote choice for the top five parties in Chile and 

1,696 respondents in Argentina.2 We imputed missing values for the independent variables using 

multivariate imputation by chain equations (MICE)3 and estimated models with five alternatives in 

Argentina –PJ,4 UCR, ARI, PRO, and the main provincial party (PPP)—5

 To predict party vote we considered four main independent variables that report on the key 

traits discussed by our model (presented in chapter 1): the ideological distance between each 

respondent i and party j; the perceived party competence to manage the economy;

; and five alternatives in Chile 

–the Socialist Party (PS), the Christian Democrats (DC), the PPD, UDI and the RN.  

6

                                                           
2 We did not provide a closed menu of parties to respondents and non-responses prompted a one-time 

insistence. Undecided voters represented 27% and 20% of respondents in Argentina and Chile. Blank votes 

represented another 10% and 14% respectively. Finally, votes for smaller parties represented 3.3% of the 

vote in Argentina and 11% of the vote in Chile.  

 the proximity 

3 While we deleted non-responses, blank, and small party votes in both countries; we replicated all analyses 

with a full dataset, drawing votes randomly to replace missing observations with multivariate imputation by 

chained equation (MICE in R 2.9). Results of alternative models are similar and available upon request. 

4 The survey was structured so that voters could select their preferred Peronist faction. This included the 

Frente para la Victoria (FPV) of former President Kirchner, allies of Carlos Menem, Rodriguez Saa, and a 

generic Peronist party. Because the survey question was “undirected,” we recoded as Peronists all responses 

that described any of the party factions.  

5 Due to the importance of provincial parties in Argentine, the fifth party choice varies per province seeking to 

retrieve information on the main provincial party, its partisan network and its distributive intent. We coded 

all provincial parties as PPP when conducting our analyses.        

6 Our analyses concentrate on the effect of competence in managing the economy (rather than dealing with 

poverty or crime), which yields the largest effects as described in Chapter 4. 
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of respondents to the network of activists of each party; and the distributive expectations of 

perceiving handouts, a public sector job, or the public works required by their community. These 

variables augment the standard model of ideological proximity (Downs 1957), incorporating 

valence components (Stokes 1963), selective incentives (Cox and McCubbins 1986), and network 

capacity (Dixit and Londregan 1996).7

As described in previous chapters, we measured ideological distance as the squared 

distance from the self-reported ideological location of each respondent to the reported location of 

each party, (𝑥𝑖 − 𝐿𝑘𝑖)2. Ideological placements were measured on an eleven point scale, from 0 to 

10, with low numbers describing locations on the left of the political spectrum and high numbers 

representing placement on the right. We expect parameter estimates of ideological distance to be 

negative, with larger ideological distance reducing the probability of voting for a party. 

 

Secondly, we measure the effect of competence to manage the economy on the vote using a 

four point variable that ranged from “not competent at all” to “very competent.” As described in 

Chapter 4, there are significant inter-country and inter-class differences in the perceptions of 

competence in Argentina and Chile. Furthermore, as in the case of ideology, each voter reports 

distinct competence assessments for each of the parties, giving us a set of five competence 

responses per country. 

Thirdly, we measure linkages between voters and each party, taking advantage of the 

proximity measure to the network of activists of each party that was described in the previous 

chapter.  This distance is calculated using survey questions of the form "how many people do you 

                                                           
7 In Chapter 6 we expand the current analyses to revisit the effect of distribution on voting conditional on 

party networks to assess the conditions that shape patterns of targeting for selective incentives. 
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know, and they know you, who are activists of party x?"8

Gelman and Hill 2007

 Following Gelman and Hill (2007), 

individual parameters reporting distances from respondents to each party network were estimated 

using a negative-binomial design with individual and group specific over-dispersion parameters 

( ; McCarty et al. 2000; McCarty, Killworth, and Rennell 2007). As described in 

Gelman and Hill (2007), the over-dispersion parameters report that the respondent knows 

more/less members of a group than the prevalence rate (in standard deviations). As with 

ideological distance, network proximity is alternative specific for respondent i and party k. We 

expect this variable to have a positive effect on vote choice, where a respondent who knows more 

activists from a party will be more likely to vote for that party. 

A fourth set of independent variable describes the self-reported unconditional expectation 

of receiving handouts, a public sector job, or the public works from an elected member of party k.  

The questions read: "In a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 is very unlikely and 10 is very likely, How 

likely would it be that an elected member of the (party) would provide you with (type of good). "The 

1-10 ordinal index was used to measure the expected probability. The question was worded as to 

solicit unconditional expectations of receiving goods, and did not imply a quid-pro-quo exchange 

before, during, or after an election.9

                                                           
8 Respondents were instructed that knowing someone meant that "you know them, they know you, that you 

may contact them by phone, letter, or in person and that you have had some contact during the last two 

years." Further survey details in the appendix. 

 The respondent was presented with this question prior to 

questions on vote behavior, in a survey module that assesses party performance. Consequently, 

9 The survey instrument was also worded to prevent voters from disclosing information under that false 

assumption that the interviewer could provide any link or connection to a party that was in position to 

deliver goods. The question was inserted in a module assessing the expected performance of parties in office, 

together with questions about the parties’ capacity to manage the economy, unemployment, being responsive 

to the voter preferences, etc.  
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survey instruments did not prompt respondents to assume that the delivery of goods was 

conditional on voting for a candidate whom, once in office, would deliver the benefits. These 

questions are also alternative specific, inquiring on the likelihood of perceiving different goods 

from members of each party k. We expect distributive expectations to increase a party’s vote. 

We also include respondent specific controls measuring the relative size of the respondents’ 

personal network (log),10 as well as the gender and socio-economic income of respondents. We also 

control for the respondent’s level of support for targeted distribution and, in the case of Argentina, 

the size of locality.11

 

 We have theoretical expectations about the effect of some controls, although 

they are of secondary importance for our theory.  

Model Specification 

We use a Conditional (Multinomial) Logit design with alternative- and respondent-specific 

variables. Alternative-specific variables estimate the effect of variables that vary by choice (each 

party k in our model). For example, the ideological distance between a respondent i and the PS 

                                                           
10 The size of the personal network had a mean of 200 and 203 in Argentina and Chile respectively. Estimates 

of network size are similar to those measured in France and the USA {McCarty, 2000 #632;McCarty, 2007 

#627}. 

11 To measure support for distribution, the survey inquires: “How adequate is it for political parties to 

distribute [food, money, clothing, jobs, public works].” Responses were coded on a 10 point scale, from 

completely inadequate to completely adequate to control for the potential negative impact of distribution 

among non-beneficiaries (Weitz-Shapiro 2012). In Argentina, district size was measure using the log of the 

voting age population in the voters’ district following  a large literature on the impact of district size on both 

the vote and the allocation of targeted transfers in Argentina (Gibson and Calvo 2001, Calvo and Murillo 2005, 

Calvo and Escolar 2005). In Chile we did not use a variable measuring district size, given that district sizes for 

the lower house are roughly equal by design in two-member districts.  
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enters into the utility function of voting for the Socialists but not in the utility function of voting for 

other parties such as the UDI or the RN. That is, each voter reports different ideological distances 

from her or his preferred position 𝑥𝑖 to the location of each of the parties, 𝑆𝑘𝑖. Consequently, the 

ideological distance variable differs by party and voter, (𝑥𝑖 − 𝐿𝑘𝑖)2, and the conditional logit model 

estimates a single parameter to assess the effect of distance on all vote choices.  

Respondent-specific variables, on the other hand, take the same value across alternatives. 

For example, wealthy voters do not change their income category because they decide to vote for a 

different party. A wealthy voter remains wealthy independently of whether she or he votes for the 

PS, the DC, or the UDI. However, wealthy voters exhibit a different propensity of voting for the 

Peronists, the Radicals, the PRO, etc. Consequently, the same wealth score for voter i yields a 

different expected linear effect—different vote probabilities—of voting for a party. The respondent-

specific variable in the multinomial choice model, consequently, estimate separate parameters for 

𝑘 − 1 parties.  

The alternative-specific choice (e.g. ideological distance) is often refer in the literature as a 

conditional logit model. Meanwhile, the respondent-specific choice (e.g. wealthy voter) is often 

referred to as a multinomial logit model. Our specification includes both alternative specific 

variables that vary by choice (such as ideological distance or competence) and respondent specific 

variables with traits that remain constant by voter (such as gender or wealth). To avoid confusion, 

consequently, we describe the statistical estimate as a multinomial (conditional) logit model: 

 

U(𝑉𝑖𝑘) = −𝛼(𝑥𝑖 − 𝐿𝑖𝑘)2 +  𝛽1𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑘 + ⋯+ 𝛿1𝑘𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖 + ⋯   (Eq. 5.1) 

Pr (𝑉𝑖𝑘1) = 𝑒𝑈�𝑉𝑖𝑘1�

∑ 𝑒
𝑈�𝑉𝑖𝑘𝑗

�𝐽
𝑘𝑗=1

 ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗         (Eq. 5.2) 
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 As readers will note, in equation 5.1 the alternative specific variable “Competence” is 

indexed by respondent i and alternative k, describing respondents that provide assessments of 

competence for each of the parties. Similarly, the ideological distance (𝑥𝑖 − 𝐿𝑖𝑘)2 also varies by 

respondent 𝑥𝑖 and party position 𝐿𝑘. For these two variables, a single parameter 𝛽1 or−𝛼 

summarizes the full effect of competence or ideological distance on party choice. By contrast, the 

variable Gender is indexed by respondent, 𝑖, given that gender does not vary by choice. Instead, a 

different parameter 𝛿1𝑘 is estimated for each choice, 𝑘 − 1, with one party as a baseline. In all 

analyses of this book, we kept the PS (Chile) and the Peronist PJ (Argentina) as the baseline 

category. 

 

Model Results 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present model estimates for Chile and Argentina. The first six variables in 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are alternative specific, describing the effect of key parameters of interest—

ideology, competence, network, and three different types of selective incentives—on party vote. As 

described above, alternative specific variables indicate that voters report on a trait that differs by 

type of choice (Party), therefore there is a single parameter estimate that captures the effect of a 

trait such as ideological distance. For example, a leftist voter located at 1 could place the ARI 

candidate at the center-left position of 4 and the UCR candidate at the center, 5. Consequently, this 

voter would report an ideological distance variable that takes the value of (1 − 4)2 = 9 units for the 

ARI and (1 − 5)2 = 16 units for the UCR. Given model results, this would yield a −0.019 ∗ 9 =

−.171 decline in the log-odds ratio of voting for the ARI compared to a party that is located at her or 

his preferred position. By contrast, ideological distance would lead to a decline of −0.019 ∗ 16 =

−.304 of voting for the UCR compared to a party located at his or her preferred position of 1. We 

provide actual probability estimates in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, but coefficient estimates for the 

alternative specific variables can be readily compared as log-odd ratios across countries.  
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Both in Argentina and in Chile results conform to the theory, showing that the determinants 

of the vote are similar across countries. Results show that ideology matters for both Argentine and 

Chilean voters, although the linear effect of ideological proximity on vote choice is significantly 

larger among Chilean voters. Indeed, the linear predictor is twice as large and, as important, given 

that assessments of party positions are much more precisely defined in Chile than in Argentina, 

model results reinforce the view of Chile as a more intensely programmatic party system.  

Assessments of competence to manage the economy also have a very large and significant 

effect on party vote. In the last models of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 we see that the linear estimate of 

competence on the log-odds ratio of party vote is almost identical across countries (1.002 in Chile 

compared to 1.009 in Argentina). While the effect of Competence seems much larger than that of 

ideology, the range of ideological distance is [0,100], while that of competence is [1,4]. 

Consequently, the maximum effect of ideology and competence on the vote is very similar in Chile. 

However, the maximum effect of economic competence on the vote is almost twice as large as 

ideology among Argentine voters.  

Proximity to the network of activists also has a large and significant effect on party vote in 

both Argentina and Chile, although the maximum linear effect on voting is 25% larger in Argentina. 

Given that the total number of activists is almost 17% larger in Argentina than in Chile (1.4% of the 

voting age population in Argentina compared to 1.2% in Chile), results confirm the commonly held 

believe that party machines are more important in Argentina because of both their size and 

organization as well as a result of the types of selective incentives they deliver.  
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Table 5.1: Determinants of the Vote in Argentina, Conditional (Multinomial) Choice Model 

 
Note: Conditions (multinomial) logit model with alternative specific and individual specific parameter 
estimates.   

 

Model1 Model2 Model3 Model4 Model1 Model2 Model3 Model4
-0.0205*** -0.0205*** -0.0184*** -0.0194*** -0.4885**

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.200)
1.1262*** 1.0926*** 1.021*** 0.9889*** 0.8071***

(0.066) (0.066) (0.067) (0.068) (0.272)
0.4917*** 0.4661*** 0.4362*** 0.4186*** 0.7352**

(0.054) (0.054) (0.055) (0.056) (0.301)
0.0923*** -0.0347 0.5386*

(0.032) (0.036) (0.298)
0.2433*** 0.1707*** -0.0355 -0.0452

(0.038) (0.042) (0.033) (0.037)
0.2439*** 0.1975*** -0.0113 -0.017

(0.028) (0.030) (0.029) (0.046)
0.1393 -0.0226 0.0699 -0.0405 0.0143 0.0378

(0.467) (0.470) (0.478) (0.493) (0.032) (0.049)
-0.1519 -0.2696 -0.1683 -0.3072 -0.0963** -0.0488

(0.437) (0.439) (0.447) (0.463) (0.038) (0.044)
-0.5392 -0.6306 -0.5318 -0.5712 -0.0994*** 0.002

(0.451) (0.452) (0.459) (0.472) (0.032) (0.051)
-0.3212 -0.4295 -0.387 -0.5258 -0.1243*** -0.1118**

(0.436) (0.436) (0.445) (0.463) (0.034) (0.051)
-0.4986 -0.512 -0.5257 -0.6735 -0.0575 -0.035

(0.614) (0.608) (0.618) (0.634) (0.042) (0.048)
-0.419 -0.4432 -0.4411 -0.42 -0.0527 -0.0533

(0.401) (0.404) (0.406) (0.408) (0.036) (0.052)
-0.9822*** -0.9689** -0.9** -0.7786** -0.0034 0.0406

(0.378) (0.381) (0.379) (0.384) (0.042) (0.056)
-1.3298*** -1.3022*** -1.2295*** -1.1901*** -0.0158 -0.044

(0.401) (0.403) (0.402) (0.405) (0.045) (0.050)
-2.0045*** -2.076*** -1.9841*** -1.84*** 0.0175 0.039

(0.443) (0.447) (0.444) (0.451) (0.043) (0.072)
-1.7546** -1.7883** -1.8003** -1.5629* 0.0165 -0.0089

(0.815) (0.818) (0.816) (0.833) (0.047) (0.074)
-0.1927 -0.1914 -0.2546 -0.1832 -0.0187 0.0121 -0.0252 -0.0058

(0.410) (0.417) (0.426) (0.430) (0.192) (0.195) (0.195) (0.201)
-1.4424*** -1.393*** -1.3135*** -1.1626*** -0.3809* -0.3593* -0.4152* -0.377*

(0.416) (0.423) (0.426) (0.433) (0.216) (0.218) (0.220) (0.223)
-1.829*** -1.8016*** -1.701*** -1.6093*** -0.4554* -0.4366* -0.4503* -0.3754

(0.442) (0.447) (0.451) (0.456) (0.238) (0.240) (0.244) (0.249)
-1.8974*** -1.8431*** -1.8254*** -1.5976*** -0.1449 -0.1644 -0.1746 -0.1544

(0.456) (0.459) (0.465) (0.474) (0.281) (0.285) (0.285) (0.288)
-2.4698** -2.3959** -2.3475** -2.0372* -2.9239***-2.7986*** -3.1396*** -2.3391***

(1.087) (1.088) (1.081) (1.089) (0.783) (0.797) (0.817) (0.884)
-1.1242** -1.3301** -1.2012** -1.2276** -0.9713 -0.7006 -0.5099 -1.6676*

(0.540) (0.547) (0.554) (0.554) (0.856) (0.877) (0.883) (0.978)
-1.3452*** -1.5029*** -1.2766*** -1.2377*** -0.2713 -0.3302 -0.8922 -1.8597*

(0.462) (0.461) (0.466) (0.467) (0.932) (0.943) (0.977) (1.060)
-2.0826*** -2.2603*** -2.0679*** -2.0976*** -1.8732* -1.8701* -2.3599** -2.9394**

(0.524) (0.522) (0.527) (0.524) (1.106) (1.126) (1.137) (1.199)
-2.172*** -2.3478*** -2.1246*** -2.0283***

(0.502) (0.499) (0.505) (0.507)
-1.5015** -1.6991** -1.5436** -1.3136*

(0.694) (0.697) (0.702) (0.715)
0.3515*** 0.3319*** 0.3581*** 0.2762**

(0.121) (0.123) (0.123) (0.127)
0.1534 0.1669 0.192 0.2998*

(0.147) (0.148) (0.148) (0.153)
-0.0244 0.0171 0.072 0.1534

(0.164) (0.164) (0.167) (0.170)
0.2385 0.2427 0.3241* 0.3646* LogLik -1203.54 -1183.1 -1162.38 -1138.9

(0.188) (0.189) (0.189) (0.192) N 1696 1696 1696 1696

Personal Network 
(UCR)
Personal Network 
(ARI)
Personal Network 
(PRO)
Personal Network 
(PPP)

Ideological Distance

Competence to 
manage the Economy
Proximity to Network 
of Activists

Handouts

Patronage

Pork

NSE C2(UCR)

NSE C3(UCR)

NSE C2(PPP)

NSE C3 (PPP)

NSE D1 (PPP)

NSE D2 (PPP)

NSE D3 (PPP)

NSE D1(ARI)

Large District (UCR)

Large District (ARI)

Large District (PRO)

Large District (PPP)

NSE D3 (PRO)

NSE D2(ARI)

NSE D3(ARI)

NSE C2 (PRO)

NSE C3 (PRO)

NSE D1 (PRO)

NSE D2 (PRO)

NSE D1(UCR)

NSE D2(UCR)

NSE D3(UCR)

NSE C2(ARI)

NSE C3(ARI)

Proper to allocate 
Public Works (PPP)

Proper to Distribute 
Handouts (UCR)
Proper to Distribute 
Jobs (UCR)
Proper to Distribute 
Pork (UCR)
Proper to Distribute 
Handouts (ARI)
Proper to Distribute 
Jobs (ARI)
Proper to allocate 
Public Works (ARI)
Proper to Distribute 
Handouts (PRO)
Proper to Distribute 
Jobs (PRO)
Proper to allocate 
Public Works (PRO)
Proper to allocate 
Public Handouts (PPP)
Proper to allocate Jobs 
(PPP)

Constant  (PRO)

Constant  (PPP)

Women (UCR)

Women (ARI)

Women (PRO)

Women (PPP)

Constant (UCR)

Constant  (ARI)
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Table 5.2: Determinants of the Vote in Chile, Conditional (Multinomial) Choice Model 

 
Note: Conditions (multinomial) logit model with alternative specific and individual specific 
parameter estimates. 

 

Results also show that patronage and pork are important both in Argentina and Chile, although 

the maximum possible linear effect is almost a third larger in Argentina. As noted in the 

introduction to this chapter, an interesting finding is that once we control for the delivery of all 

three types of goods (handouts, patronage, and pork), results fail to find a statistically significant 

benefit for the delivery of handouts in either Chile or Argentina. 

Model1 Model2 Model3 Model4 Model1 Model2 Model3 Model4
-0.0381*** -0.0373*** -0.0364*** -0.0359*** 0.0107 -0.0186

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.029) (0.039)
1.0474*** 1.0368*** 1.0273*** 1.0142*** 0.0297 0.0283

(0.056) (0.056) (0.056) (0.056) (0.026) (0.048)
0.3321*** 0.3279*** 0.3267*** 0.3219*** 0.0337 0.0204

(0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.025) (0.042)
0.0679** 0.0014 -0.0514 -0.1067**
(0.032) (0.036) (0.032) (0.042)

0.1757*** 0.134*** 0.0218 0.0375
(0.035) (0.039) (0.027) (0.048)

0.1552*** 0.1314*** 0.0339 0.0508
(0.026) (0.027) (0.027) (0.042)

-0.2001 -0.2056 -0.1449 -0.1669 -0.0398 -0.0541
(0.426) (0.426) (0.427) (0.427) (0.034) (0.045)
0.3639 0.3846 0.4417 0.4227 -0.0076 -0.0089
(0.396) (0.396) (0.397) (0.398) (0.029) (0.052)
0.3618 0.3543 0.3903 0.3726 0.012 0.0447
(0.388) (0.386) (0.387) (0.389) (0.028) (0.045)

-0.7427* -0.781** -0.6937* -0.682* -0.0668** -0.0796*
(0.396) (0.397) (0.398) (0.400) (0.034) (0.044)
-0.4908 -0.5 -0.4179 -0.4236 -0.0164 0.0257
(0.370) (0.371) (0.371) (0.374) (0.028) (0.049)
-0.2061 -0.2653 -0.1991 -0.1353 -0.0139 0.0022
(0.353) (0.353) (0.353) (0.357) (0.026) (0.043)
-0.3951 -0.4359 -0.3873 -0.3911 0.0782 0.0733 0.0811 0.067
(0.397) (0.399) (0.398) (0.400) (0.172) (0.173) (0.173) (0.174)
-0.1769 -0.1854 -0.1064 -0.1136 -0.0511 -0.076 -0.0647 -0.0566
(0.379) (0.381) (0.380) (0.382) (0.180) (0.180) (0.181) (0.182)
-0.0196 -0.082 -0.0133 0.0211 0.4725** 0.4946*** 0.446** 0.4665**
(0.365) (0.365) (0.363) (0.367) (0.190) (0.191) (0.191) (0.193)
-0.3836 -0.4409 -0.3683 -0.3922 0.1477 0.1408 0.1037 0.113
(0.366) (0.367) (0.367) (0.368) (0.181) (0.181) (0.181) (0.183)
-0.2475 -0.2771 -0.1658 -0.1997 -0.816 -0.88 -0.9348 -0.9094
(0.351) (0.352) (0.352) (0.354) (0.681) (0.686) (0.691) (0.692)
-0.259 -0.3555 -0.2678 -0.2529 -0.167 -0.427 -0.4639 -0.4428
(0.337) (0.337) (0.337) (0.339) (0.695) (0.699) (0.701) (0.707)
0.0143 0.0068 0.0038 0.0033 -1.0835 -1.1347 -1.1799 -1.1965
(0.107) (0.108) (0.108) (0.109) (0.730) (0.733) (0.736) (0.738)
0.0225 0.0358 0.0141 0.0165 -1.2367* -1.255* -1.3016* -1.2699*
(0.113) (0.113) (0.113) (0.114) (0.695) (0.698) (0.701) (0.704)
0.1733 0.1767 0.1623 0.171
(0.118) (0.119) (0.119) (0.120)

0.2993*** 0.2985*** 0.2991*** 0.3039*** LogLik -1824.28 -1815.83 -1809.91 -1802.01
(0.113) (0.114) (0.114) (0.115) N 1584 1584 1584 1584

Personal Network (DC)

Personal Network 
(PPD)
Personal Network 
(UDI)

Personal Network (RN)

Ideological Distance Proper to Distribute 
Handouts (DC)

Competence to 
manage the Economy

Proper to Distribute 
Handouts (PPD)

Proximity to Network 
of Activists

Proper to Distribute 
Handouts (UDI)

Handouts Proper to Distribute 
Handouts (RN)

Patronage Proper to Distribute 
Jobs (DC)

Pork Proper to Distribute 
Jobs (PPD)

NSE C2 (DC) Proper to Distribute 
Jobs (UDI)

NSE C3 (DC) Proper to Distribute 
Jobs (RN)

NSE D (DC) Proper to allocate 
Public Works (DC)

NSE C2 (PPD) Proper to allocate 
Public Works (PPD)

NSE C3 (PPD) Proper to allocate 
Public Works (UDI)

NSE D (PPD) Proper to allocate 
Public Works (RN)

NSE C2 (UDI) Women (DC)

NSE C3 (UDI) Women (PPD)

NSE D (UDI) Women (UDI)

NSE C2 (RN) Women (RN)

NSE C3 (RN) Constant (DC)

NSE D (RN) Constant (PPD)

Constant (UDI)

Constant (RN)
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Analyzing the effect of the respondent specific controls is also of interest. It is worth reminding 

readers that the effect of respondent specific variables on party vote describes changes in the log-

odds ratios of voting for a party vis-à-vis the model baseline—the Peronists in Argentina and the PS 

in Chile. For example, voters of the ARI and PRO in Argentina are considerably more likely to live in 

large districts than those of the Peronist PJ. By contrast, voters of the UCR are considerably less 

likely to live in large districts than those of the Peronist PJ.12

Given that the baseline party in Argentina is the Peronist PJ, estimated parameters already 

provide a glance of the voters’ behavior even before we provide readers with model probabilities. 

For example, we can observe that middle income voters in the C2 category are not statistically less 

likely to vote for the ARI or the PRO than for the Peronist PJ, everything else held constant.  

   

However, among lower income voters we see a statistically significant decline in the log-odds of 

voting for the ARI, and the PRO when compared to the Peronist baseline. The negative effect of class 

on the ARI and PRO becomes larger as the respondents income declines—from C3 through E we see 

increasingly negative values for both the ARI and the PRO.  The negative effect of class on the PRO 

and ARI vote is statistically significant even after we control for all other components of the vote 

such as ideology, competence, network capacity, or selective incentives. Indeed, the pro-Peronist 

vote among the poor extends beyond all other parameters in the model, confirming the continuous 

association of the Peronist party with lower income voters described in chapter 3.  

By contrast, in Chile the effect of class on the vote is not statistically significant with the 

exception of the PPD vote on the PS. That is, once we control for differences in ideology, 

competence, selective incentives, and network proximity; there is no direct effect that is measured 

by the socio-economic indicators. Indeed, the pro-PS vote among the poor is explained by inter-

class differences in behavioral determinants of the vote such as ideology or competence and, once 

                                                           
12 Indeed, since the 2001 crisis, the UCR voter has become a party that is more dependent on the vote of the 
smaller peripheral provinces {Leiras, 2007 #1278}{Calvo, 2005 #375}.  
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we control for those variables, there is little else to be explained by class. Again, these findings 

confirm the historical patterns and more recent analysis of the Chilean vote described in chapter 3.  

In the case of Argentina, we can see that larger personal networks increase the log-odds of 

voting for the UCR in all models and for the UCR and the ARI in the full model when compared to 

the Peronists—i.e. Model 4. In the case of Chile, larger personal networks increase the log-odds 

ratio of voting for the RN, compared to the leftist PS. Although we expect large networks to 

correlate with socio-economic status, we do not have any particular theoretical expectation in 

regards to the effect of personal network size on vote choice. Personal attitudes toward targeted 

distribution have no significant effect on the vote on either country, except for the ARI in Argentina. 

Favorable views about targeted distribution for all three types of selective incentive are negatively 

correlated with the probability of voting for the ARI, a party whose electoral campaign was strongly 

based on denouncing government officials for corruption. Finally, results show that women are less 

likely to vote for the ARI and the PRO in Argentina, when compared to the Peronists. In Chile, 

women are more likely to vote for the conservative UDI.  

Given the difficulties to interpret the conditional logit estimates, Figures 5.1 and 5.2 provide 

readers with an intuitive description of different scenarios, with probabilities drawn from Models 4 

in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. In all plots, the vertical axes describe the probability of voting for each of the 

parties and the horizontal axes describe the self-reported ideological placement. For example, the 

plot in the upper-left of Figure 5.1 describes the probability of voting for the PS, DC, PPD, UDI, or 

RN, with all independent variables set to their means except those of ideology and perceived 

competence to manage the economy. For all parties, we fixed mean perceived competence equal to 

five, and estimate the expected probability of voting for a party for voters located in different 

locations of the policy space.  
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Figure 5.1: Vote, Ideology, and Economic Competence in Chile 

 
Note: Probability estimates from Table 5.2, model 4, with varying competence scores. 

 
 
If the voters’ assessments of competence are on average equal to 5 for all parties, the upper-left 

plot in Figure 5.1 shows that voters on the left select the PS, PPD, and DC in larger numbers, while 

voters on the right select the UDI and RN in larger numbers. A voter located in the extreme left, a 0 

in the scale, would display a 51% probability of voting for the PS, a 20% probability of voting for 
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the DC or for the PPD, and less than 5% probability of voting for the conservatives UDI or RN. 

Similarly, holding mean competence equal to five for all parties, we observe that a voter on the 

extreme right—a 10 in the ideological scale—would display a 37% probability of voting for the RN, 

a slightly lower probability of voting for the UDI (approximately 35%), and much lower 

probabilities of voting for the DC, PPD, and PS. 

 As described in Chapter 4, self-reported ideological placement and competence to manage 

the economy tend to be highly correlated with each other in Chile. Consequently, the upper-right 

plot in Figure 5.1 gives on average equal competence to all parties, but allows the voters 

assessments of competence to be correlated with ideological distances.13

The lower plots in Figure 5.1 provide evidence of dramatic changes in party vote with small 

increases in perceived competence. The lower-left plot shows that a mean advantage of 1 unit (out 

of 10) in perceived competence ensures that the RN wins even among centrist voters located 

slightly above 5 in the ideological space. Furthermore, the advantage of the RN is particularly large 

among conservative voters. Indeed, as proposed by the theory, differences in perceived competence 

have a more dramatic effect among parties that are ideologically closer; yielding significant vote 

loses to the disadvantaged party, which is marked in the electoral decline of the UDI in the lower 

left plot and of RN and the PPD in the lower right plot. 

 When assessments of 

competence and ideology are correlated, predicted vote choice shows a more ideological—and 

polarized—party system, with well-defined parties on the left and right of the political spectrum. 

Indeed, voters on the extreme left (a zero in the scale) increase their probability of voting for the PS 

by almost 30 points, from 51% to 80%; and voters in the right increasing their probability of voting 

for the UDI and RN by almost 12 points each, from around 37% to almost 50%.  

The effect of competence on the vote is also very large and significant in the case of Argentina, 

as shown in Figure 5.2. The upper-left plot describes baseline results, with a very large electoral 

                                                           
13 Mean correlation was set to the mean values described in Chapter 4. 
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advantage for the Peronist PJ when all values are set at their means and competence fixed to the 

same score of 5 for all parties. This is the case given that Peronists benefit from considerable 

advantages in other non-programmatic endowments, such as the likely delivery of handouts, 

patronage, and public works as well as more extensive activist networks.  The weight of 

competence becomes even more salient in the lower-left plot where the PJ assigned lower levels of 

competence, resulting in a significant decline in electoral support. 

Results become more interesting once we increase mean competence for the UCR (keeping 

others constant), allowing the Radicals to overtake the Peronist PJ among moderate voters. More 

interesting, we can see that once Peronists no longer enjoy non-programmatic advantages, the 

more ideological traits of the smaller ARI and PRO translate into a party system with better defined 

programmatic traits. In the lower right plot, we increase the relative competence of the ARI and the 

PRO and, as in Chile, allow ideological proximity and competence to be correlated with each other. 

Predicted probabilities show that positive assessments of competence for the more ideological ARI 

and PRO alter the ideological space for all voters, with higher Peronist electoral returns on the right 

of the ideological space.  
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Figure 5.2: Vote, Ideology, and Economic Competence in Argentina 

 
Note: Probability estimates from Table 5.2, model 4, with varying competence scores. The plot in 
the lower-right allows competence assessments to be correlated with self-reported ideology, as it 
was the case in Chile. 

 

The online appendix to this Chapter describes changes in the probability of voting for Chilean 

and Argentine parties as we change other non-programmatic endowments. Estimated probabilities 

for other non-programmatic components of the vote behave much in the same way that as 
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competence does, with large vote gains for the advantaged parties and large vote loses for the 

disadvantaged ones. In Chile, party vote becomes more ideologically defined when non-

programmatic endowments correlate with self-reported ideological preferences. In Argentina this 

is also the case when considering the smaller ARI and PRO.   

In all, model results provide support for several of the key assumptions of our theory: firstly, in 

both Chile and Argentina we find that ideological proximity, competence assessments, network 

capacity, and selective incentives (except for handouts) are strong predictors of party choice. 

Secondly, we find comparable effects across countries for all four types of benefits in the portfolio 

of politicians, although ideological proximity is a stronger predictor of party vote in Chile while 

competence is a stronger predictor of party vote in Argentina. Thirdly, we show that small 

advantages in non-programmatic endowments result in large vote gains and that disadvantages in 

non-programmatic endowments result in step vote loses.  These are the key findings that support 

the crucial incentives for party’s policy position in our model of responsiveness and responsibility.  

  

2. Voter Heterogeneity and Class in Argentina and Chile 

In the previous section we present readers with eight models of vote choice, were parties offer 

programmatic and non-programmatic benefits to voters. In these basic models, we estimate 

changes in the probability of voting for each party without considering whether voters in different 

socio-economic groups attach different importance or weight to the benefits provided by parties. In 

this section we move one step further, estimating the extent to which different groups of voters 

develop distinct preferences for different types of benefits in the portfolio of politicians.  

As in the previous model, we consider alternative-specific and respondent-specific variables, 

but this time we allow model estimates to vary by class: 
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U(𝑉𝑖𝑘) = −𝛼[𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠](𝑥𝑖 − 𝐿𝑘)2 +  𝛽[𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠,1]𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑘 +⋯+ 𝛿[𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑘]𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖  

 (Eq. 5.1) 

Pr (𝑉𝑖𝑘1) = 𝑒𝑈�𝑉𝑖𝑘1�

∑ 𝑒
𝑈�𝑉𝑖𝑘𝑗

�𝐽
𝑘𝑗=1

 ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗         (Eq. 5.2) 

We compute this model via MCMC Bayesian estimation in WinBUGS 1.4.1 with uninformative 

priors. Estimation details and code are described in more detail in the Appendix 5.B at the end of 

this Chapter. 

Tables with models coefficients can be found in the Appendix 5.C. For presentation purposes, 

Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 present readers with plots of the coefficients for our four key variables of 

interest i.e. ideology, competence, network proximity, and selective incentives. Coefficients describe 

linear changes in the log-odds ratios of voting for a party for each of the socio-economic income 

categories, with 90/10 credible confidence intervals.  

The interpretation of model results for the alternative-specific parameters is straightforward, 

describing the importance or weight that voters within each of the different socio-economic 

categories attach to their ideological proximity to parties, their assessments of competence to 

manage the economy, the size of party networks, and the expectation of perceiving a public sector 

job. Model results in Argentina distinguish respondents by income categories, from the better-off 

middle class respondents in C1 through C3 to the lower income categories D1 through E. For Chile, 

results distinguish the relatively better off respondents in C1-C3 from the lower income category D. 

The different classifications respond to how data was collected and do not represent different 

groupings on our part. In both countries, the chosen cut-off divides the population approximately in 

halves. 

Consider for example Figure 5.3 in the next pages which describe coefficient estimates for the 

different socio-economic categories in Chile. The upper-left plot shows that ideology is an 

important determinant of vote choice for all four different socio-economic categories. However, 
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differences are only statistically significant at the .1 level when comparing the C1 and D categories, 

with ideological distance leading to a larger decline in the probability of voting for a party among 

C1 voters—an estimate of -.55 for C1 voters compared to -.33 for D voters, although the statistical 

difference between the coefficient estimates is barely significant at 𝑝 = .093.  

The upper-right plot shows more noticeable differences in the importance that voters of 

different classes attach to the perceived competence to manage the economy. Among the better-off 

voters in C1, the linear effect is 1.49 units of change in the log-odds ratio of voting for a party per 

unit increase in perceived competence. By contrast, the effect for the lower income respondents in 

D is only .95, with the difference being statistically significant at the .01 level. 
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Figure 5.3: Linear Effect by Socio-Economic Income, Chile 2007 

 
Note: Plots describe the estimated coefficients from Table 5.C.1 in the Appendix. Lines describe the 
[20,80] interval around the estimated coefficients. 
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 The importance that voters attach to their relative proximity to party networks and to 

selective incentives also differs by social class although differences are not particularly dramatic 

except between C1 and D. Interestingly, network proximity fails to achieve statistical significance 

for the better-off voters in C1 while it matters a great deal among low income voters. Finally, 

distributive expectations of being allocated a public sector job increase the log-odds of voting for a 

party among C2 through D voters, but not among the better-off voters in C1. However, readers can 

readily note that the largest coefficient for patronage investment is displayed by the relatively well-

off voters in C2. We will come back to this finding in Chapter 7, as we analyze patronage spending in 

Chile and Argentina. 

 In all, results show that the better off voters in C1 care a great deal about ideology and 

competence but they attach little value to party networks and selective incentives. By contrast, poor 

voters in the D category are receptive to both the programmatic and non-programmatic 

determinants of the vote. 14

 Figure 5.4 presents the coefficient estimates for the Argentine voters, with better 

discrimination among the lower income D voters, which are separated in two categories. Results 

show that ideological proximity is a considerable weaker predictor of vote choice in Argentine, 

resulting in changes in the log-odds vote that are half of those observed in Chile. Results also show 

that class differences are smaller than in Chile and estimates are not statistically different for the 

relatively better-off voters in C1 and the low income voters in D1 through E.  

 

   

                                                           
14 We are not considering the electoral impact of their size here, as D voters constitute 45 percent of our 

sample and C1 voters only 9 percent. 
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Figure 5.4: Linear Effect by Socio-Economic Income, Argentina 2007 

 
Note: Plots describe the estimated coefficients from Table 5.C.2 in the Appendix. Lines describe the 
[20,80] interval around the estimated coefficients. 
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 By contrast, Figure 5.4 shows not only that Argentine voters care a great deal about 

competence to manage the economy, but also that low income voters are particularly sensitive to 

differences in perceived competence. Indeed, differences in the effect of competence among C1 

voters and D voters are large and statistically significant. 

Results also show few socio-economic differences in the effect of network capacity on vote 

choice. Differences in the effect of network capacity on vote choice are small when comparing C1 

through E voters in Argentina, with estimates achieving statistical significance for voters in the C2 

and the D2 categories. While network capacity was statistically significant when considering the full 

sample, the smaller samples by socio-economic group results in less precise estimates that 

sometimes fail to achieve statistical significance.15

  

 Finally, Figure 5.4 shows that expectations of 

selective incentives significantly affect vote choice and that the effect of allocating public sector jobs 

is considerable larger than in Chile for all groups although more dramatic among less well-off 

voters.   

 

                                                           
15 In chapter 6, we show that networks have a conditional impact on the vote by influencing the efficiency of 

selective incentive delivery for lower income voters in Argentina. 
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Figure 5.5: Maximum Linear Effect by Socio-Economic Income, Chile 2007 

 
Note: From Table 5.A.2 in the Appendix. Maximum effect describes the maximum possible linear 
effect of the coefficient, multiplying the parameter estimate by the range of the independent 
variable. For example, the linear effect of one unit change in ideology for the relatively well-off 
respondents of C1 is -.055 and the maximum in-sample range is 92 = 81, resulting in a maximum 
effect of -4.4. Similarly, the effect of a one unit increase in perceived PS competence to manage the 
economy is 1.45 and the maximum range is 4, for a maximum effect of 5.81. We can see that in Chile 
the maximum linear effect of perceived competence is larger than the maximum linear effect of 
ideological distance among the C1 respondents.   
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Figure 5.6: Maximum Linear Effect by Socio-Economic Income, Argentina 2007 

 
Note: From Table 5.A.2 in the Appendix. Maximum effect describes the maximum possible linear 
effect of the coefficient, multiplying the parameter estimate by the range of the independent 
variable. For example, the linear effect of one unit change in ideology for the relatively well-off 
respondents of C1 is -.0335 and the maximum in-sample range is 92 = 81, resulting in a maximum 
effect of -2.72. Similarly, the effect of a one unit increase in perceived PS competence to manage the 
economy is .93 and the maximum range is 4, for a maximum effect of 3.73. We can see that in 
Argentina the maximum linear effect of perceived competence is larger than the maximum linear 
effect of ideological distance among the C1 respondents.   
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To facilitate the comparison among the different types of benefits provided by parties, 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 present maximum effects plot, describing the maximum linear change in the log-

odds ratio from each type of programmatic and non-programmatic benefit. For example, while the 

decline in vote probability that results from ideological distance seem small, -.055 among C1 voters 

in Chile, the total range of the squared ideological distances goes from 0 through 81. By contrast, 

while the linear effect of competence to manage the economy seems large, the variable has the 

much smaller range of 1 through 4. Consequently, comparing the effect of the different 

programmatic and non-programmatic strategies may be difficult. In Figures 5.5 and 5.6 we present 

the maximum possible linear effect of each benefit, by multiplying the estimated coefficient by its 

possible range.  

Results show that the perceived competence to manage the economy is of the outmost 

importance among Chilean voters, followed by ideological proximity, selective incentives, and 

partisan networks. Similarly, maximum effect plots show that perceived competence to manage the 

economy also ranks first in Argentina, followed by selective incentives, ideology, and partisan 

networks.  

However, socio-economic differences in the maximum effect of programmatic and non-

programmatic benefits are particularly noticeable in Argentina. For example, ideological distance 

has very limited effect on party vote among low income voters while selective incentives have very 

limited effect among wealthy voters. Indeed, results confirm that Argentines parties that want to 

maximize their vote should target different types of benefits to constituencies from different socio-

economic groups. By contrast, for all voters in Chile competence and ideological distance are more 

important than selective incentives, even though effects are comparatively larger among the better-

off voters.  
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Concluding Remarks 

This chapter provides evidence that the electoral choices of Argentine and Chilean voters are 

shaped by a number of programmatic and non-programmatic offers in the portfolio of party 

candidates as suggested by our theoretical framework. We provide evidence that ideological 

proximity, competence for managing the economy, the allocation of selective incentives, and 

network capacity, are critical determinants of vote choice in Argentina and in Chile.   

We provide evidence of inter-country and inter-class differences in the determinants of the 

vote. Findings in this chapter show that competence is a critical determinant of vote choice. 

However, we also find that well off voters in Chile and low income voters in Argentina give 

considerable more weight to party competence in defining their vote. Results also show that 

ideological distance matters in Argentina and Chile, but that Chilean voters care to a larger extent 

about ideological proximity when deciding their vote. By contrast, lower income voters in 

Argentina attach little weight to ideological considerations when deciding their vote. In the case of 

Chile, we find very little inter-class variation in the importance that voters attach to ideology. These 

differences in what different types of voters consider in making their electoral calculus generate 

different incentives in both countries both for ideological responsiveness to diverse categories of 

voters as discussed in chapter 8. Yet, before focusing on responsiveness, we will analyze how these 

incentives shape parties resources to target different types of selective incentives (chapter 6) and 

to decide a public policy, which has strong individual distributive effects, such as the allocation of 

public funds on public employment (chapter 7).  
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